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Measuring Air Pollution, Emissions, and Human Exposures
in Mexico City: A Prerequisite to Effective Cleanup
An international team led by Luisa and Mario

delivery trucks. They also left monitors in bus

collaborators, they hope to clarify the combined

Molina at MIT is working to help Mexican policy

and truck terminals for several days at a time.

atmospheric chemistry, dispersion, and trans-

makers find ways to reduce Mexico City’s severe

Already their data are showing the importance

port processes that affect pollutants emitted

and persistent air pollution. However, initial MIT

in Mexico City of formaldehyde—emitted by

within the Valley of Mexico. A five-week cam-

analyses identified a major stumbling block:

industrial facilities and vehicles—in triggering

paign beginning in April 2003 will continue the

existing data on the city’s air pollution and

ozone formation. They are now using the new

measurement effort, adding new instruments

where it comes from are incomplete. The MIT

data in computer models that simulate ozone

and measuring more chemical species. The field

researchers have therefore designed a novel

formation. By adding meteorological data

measurement campaigns are part of a multi-

field measurement program that will better char-

gathered simultaneously by Mexican and US

disciplinary program that aims to provide policy

acterize emissions sources, atmospheric concentrations, and human exposures in a coordinated

Mobile Laboratory
Used in Field Measurement Campaign –
Mexico City, 2002

and comprehensive way. In a two-week campaign during the winter of 2002, the researchers
rode in a van carrying highly sophisticated,
state-of-the-art instruments and followed cars,
trucks, and buses, analyzing their exhaust
plumes. To “map” the city’s air quality and determine daily variations, they also parked the van
at different locations, sometimes for 24 hours
or more. Last summer and fall, they checked
human exposures by carrying hand-held
monitors while riding in commuter buses and
I N S I D E :

>Trace Gases in the Atmosphere: Spectroscopic
Techniques for Field Measurement and Laboratory
Analysis
Hazardous air pollutants that occur in concentrations
of parts per billion are being observed in an
MIT laboratory and measured in the air in Shanghai.
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makers in highly polluted cities with assess-

atmosphere, and what are the key sources of

be tested and retested under carefully controlled

ments of not only the potential effectiveness

those pollutants and of the precursors that form

conditions. Finally, because pollution concentra-

of emissions-control strategies but also their

them? The Mexico City Metropolitan Area

tions vary from place to place, from day to day,

technical feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and

(MCMA) has been the subject of widespread

and even from hour to hour, their measure-

social and political acceptability.

air-pollution monitoring and development of

ments had to be both continuous and widely

“emissions inventories” (lists of specific sources

dispersed across a city of 18 million people.

During the past three years, an international

and their emissions). However, initial computer

The Molinas have designed a monitoring

team of researchers affiliated with the Alliance

simulations by the Molinas’ team showed that

program that meets all those challenges. They

for Global Sustainability (AGS) has been work-

the current emissions inventories did not fully

have already begun to collect data and to ana-

ing with decision makers in Mexico City to

explain the pollution that was measured in the

lyze it—a process that will take many months

consider practical strategies for reducing their

atmosphere. Because the atmospheric chem-

and will result in numerous refinements and

city’s severe air pollution—a problem that affects

istry used in the computer simulation is reason-

technical publications. In the meantime, however,

many rapidly growing cities, especially in devel-

ably well understood, they believed the problem

the novel design of the program itself is of inter-

oping countries. The goal of the project is to

was in the meteorological and emissions data

est and can begin to serve as a model for similar

perform “integrated assessments” of different

used as model inputs. Unless those data are

programs in other highly polluted cities.

emissions-reduction strategies, considering not

accurate, it is impossible to predict how various

only scientific and technological factors but also

emission-reduction strategies might actually

pollution and emissions is a “mobile laboratory”

the broader social, economic, and political

improve air quality.

provided by Dr. Charles E. Kolb, a collaborator

dimensions of the problem and possible actions

Professor and Dr. Molina have therefore

Key to their methods of measuring ambient

from Aerodyne Research Inc. The mobile labora-

that could be taken. Directed by Dr. Luisa T.

undertaken an intensive field campaign to

tory consists of a van carrying a wide range of

Molina and Professor Mario Molina, the multi-

improve the quality of the available data.

sophisticated, state-of-the-art instruments that

disciplinary project involves investigators from

Designing their program posed several chal-

include an aerosol mass spectrometer, tunable

across MIT, from the Harvard School of Public

lenges. To get better results, the new program

diode lasers, a proton transfer reaction mass

Health and other US and international institu-

had to measure emissions, atmospheric concen-

spectrometer, and a fine particle monitor (see

tions, and from more than a dozen institutions

trations, and even human exposures in a coordi-

the drawing on page 1). Together the instruments

and government agencies in Mexico. (For further

nated, integrated, and comprehensive way. The

can identify and measure species contained

details, go to <http://eaps.mit.edu/megacities/>

researchers had to deal with the special chal-

in both gases and particles. Important species

on the Web.)

lenges of working in the field rather than in a

are measured by several instruments for cross-

laboratory where equipment and pollutants can

checking. Many of the instruments involve spec-

While inputs from many disciplines are
important, the process of designing air pollution

troscopic monitoring techniques—an approach

policy must rest on a foundation of sound

described in the article starting on page 5. And

scientific information. What pollutants are in the
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because the laboratory is on a mobile van, the

over time, they parked the van at a single site

researchers can move it from place to place

for several days at a time. This “fixed site”

gram—determining the nature and level of pol-

as well as park it in one location for as long

approach enabled them to get better data on

lutants people are exposed to—the researchers

as necessary.

ozone formation, which depends on photo-

used different methods and equipment. During

chemical reactions and therefore changes over

the summer of 2002 MIT student Lisa Grogan

the course of the day.

spent six weeks performing a “commuter study”

In February 2002 the MIT research team
and collaborators from the MCMA’s Metropolitan
Environmental Commission and US and

In some locations, they took advantage of

To tackle the third aspect of the AGS pro-

in Mexico City. She and Mexican collaborators

Mexican institutions undertook a two-week

other, coordinated activities. For example, they

rode on public buses during rush hour carrying

exploratory field measurement campaign involv-

parked near a tethered balloon that Mexican

small monitors that measured carbon monoxide

ing the mobile laboratory. A major focus was

collaborators were using to measure meteoro-

and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which

on vehicular emissions, which are the single

logical data. Such data are critical to air pollution

are highly toxic and mutagenic species typically

biggest contributor to the MCMA’s air pollution.

modeling because how pollutants change,

found in diesel emissions. In October 2002 the

Using the van, the researchers performed what

disperse, and travel depends on wind speed,

Molinas and collaborators from the Harvard

they call “chase experiments.” They selected a

temperature, mixing, and relative humidity.

School of Public Health set up equipment in

vehicle on the road and drove behind it, moni-

In addition, the tethered balloon was connected

commercial truck and bus terminals to measure

toring its exhaust plume using all of the van’s

to a canister that sampled concentrations of

a variety of species over a period of several days.

on-board equipment. Among the vehicles they

volatile organic compounds at various heights

In addition, a monitor-equipped investigator

followed were diesel trucks and buses (they tend

up to about 200 meters. The tethered balloon

rode with a truck driver as he delivered goods

to be heavy emitters of particulates), taxis (many

also measured the ozone profile at altitudes up

to various facilities. The data collected should

emit carbon monoxide and other pollutants due

to 1,000 meters—information that will help the

provide insights into what people actually

to missing or malfunctioning catalytic convert-

researchers better understand ozone chemistry

inhale while they work and go about their

ers), and micro-buses (some of which run on

and mixing. Other fixed sites were located near

daily routines.

liquefied petroleum gas or natural gas). The

automatic monitoring stations that are operated

mobile laboratory thus enabled the researchers

by the environmental authorities of Mexico

indicate the potential significance of the new

to gather emissions information from a variety

City and are used as a basis for issuing public

measurements. One measurement site was an

of everyday vehicles operating under normal

warnings of poor air quality and high pollutant

elementary school in the southwest MCMA.

conditions.

levels. Using their sophisticated instruments,

Measurements taken on the school grounds

They used two approaches to improve the

the researchers were able to calibrate the moni-

showed tremendous photochemical activity:

current picture of ambient pollutant concentra-

toring stations and in some cases identify minor

ozone reached high peak concentrations on

tions. To account for spatial variability, they

adjustments that were needed.

two consecutive afternoons, even though the

measured ambient concentrations in a wide

Preliminary mobile laboratory findings

weather was not unusually hot or sunny.

variety of locations—an activity they called
“mapping the city.” And to account for changes
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Measurements also showed that concentrations

of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL) and from

of formaldehyde—a key trigger of photochemi-

Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden,

cal activity—built up significantly in the morn-

who plan to provide a variety of sophisticated

ing, peaking several hours before the high ozone

monitoring instruments.

levels occurred. Measurements at the MCMA’s

The researchers believe that the new

central urban and heavy industrial areas showed

measurements will open up a variety of oppor-

even higher morning levels of formaldehyde,

tunities. They will, of course, use their data in

which would be carried throughout the city by

existing analytical models to examine the link

the southwest wind flows typical in this region.

between emissions estimates and measured

Data from the school site also showed a photo-

pollutant concentrations. However, by adding

chemical “bloom” of fine aerosol particles in the

the corresponding meteorological data, they

early afternoon, demonstrating that aerosol and

hope to clarify the combined atmospheric

ozone formation are closely connected and must

chemistry, dispersion, and transport processes

be dealt with together, not separately.

that affect pollutants emitted to the MCMA

The researchers are now planning an exten-

atmosphere. They plan to improve and extend

sive field measurement campaign to start in

the existing atmospheric chemistry model for

April 2003. The five-week campaign is scheduled

ozone formation. A detailed understanding of

to include Holy Week, a time when activities in

the process whereby ozone forms under specific

the MCMA dwindle, providing an opportunity for

conditions is needed to design an effective and

gathering good background measurements. The

efficient emissions-reduction plan. Finally, they

researchers plan to create a “super-site” that will

are going to develop a complementary model

bring together the van, the tethered balloon, and

focusing on the emission and formation in the

additional types of monitoring equipment that

atmosphere of tiny particles, which are increas-

can both provide complementary measurements

ingly recognized as a human health threat.

on chemical species already being measured

The researchers emphasize that sound

and gather information on new species. They

scientific information alone cannot produce an

will also monitor additional potential emissions

effective emissions-reduction strategy. Such a

sources, notably gasoline stations, which may

strategy must be economically and politically

prove a significant source of the hydrocarbons

viable and socially acceptable as well as aimed

that contribute to ozone formation. The cam-

at the problematic emissions, emissions sources,

paign will benefit enormously from the partici-

and atmospheric pollutants. Nevertheless, the

pation of the US Department of Energy and

Mexico City field measurement campaign, its

AGS partners from the Swiss Federal Institute

findings, and the refined and extended computer
models that should result can serve as groundwork to support integrated assessments for
improved environmental decision-making in
Mexico as well as in other countries.
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The Mexico City Program is the first case study being carried
out under the Integrated Program on Urban, Regional, and
Global Air Pollution. Luisa T. Molina is the executive director
of the Integrated Program. Mario Molina is an Institute
Professor. Charles E. Kolb is an atmospheric chemist and
president of Aerodyne Research Inc. (Billerica, Massachusetts).
Lisa Grogan is a master’s degree candidate in the Engineering
Systems Division. This research was an activity of the
Integrated Program on Urban, Regional, and Global Air
Pollution with funds provided by the Comisión Ambiental
Metropolitana (Fideicomiso Ambiental del Valle de México),
the MIT Alliance for Global Sustainability, and the National
Science Foundation. The program has already published a
book entitled Air Quality in the Mexico Megacity: An
Integrated Assessment, which provides an overview of the
current understanding of the air pollution problem and lessons
learned from air-quality management programs to date (see
reference 1 in the Publications and References section of this
issue). Publications on the field measurements and integrated
scenario analysis are forthcoming.

Trace Gases in the Atmosphere:
Spectroscopic Techniques for
Field Measurement and Laboratory Analysis
The earth’s atmosphere contains a variety of

Most of the air we breathe consists of

field. And they are performing theoretical calcu-

trace gases that contribute to global climate

nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide, and

lations delving into the structure and properties

change, smog formation, acid rain, and ozone

water vapor. Mixed in, however, are trace

of molecular species of concern.

depletion. But monitoring those trace gases in

species such as ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen

the air and examining their behavior in the lab

dioxide, and methane. While those species

are figuring out what is present in the atmo-

are difficult because they occur in such low con-

account for only about 0.0002% of the total,

sphere, determining where it comes from,

centrations. Now, teams of researchers affiliated

they can significantly affect our environment

calculating how it chemically reacts in the

with the Alliance for Global Sustainability (AGS)

and our health. On a global scale, trace species

atmosphere, and estimating how it may con-

are using spectroscopy to make progress on

influence chemical reactions in the atmosphere

tribute to climate change. Their results should

both fronts. A team at MIT has demonstrated a

and act as greenhouse gases, thereby contribut-

prove valuable to experts who are modeling

laboratory device that can measure atmospheric

ing to climate change. On a local scale, they are

atmospheric chemistry and climate change as

trace gases at parts per billion levels. Their new

hazardous air pollutants that can affect human,

well as to policy makers who must establish

device will enable them to examine selected

animal, and plant health. As energy use and

and enforce rational air quality regulations.

species to determine detailed properties

mobility continue to expand worldwide, it

including global-warming potential. It will also

becomes increasingly clear that attaining sus-

laboratory and field work vary widely, but

allow them to define clearer spectroscopic

tainable development will require understand-

they share one common feature: they all use

“fingerprints” for field monitoring systems to

ing and controlling the trace gas content of the

spectroscopy. Developed first in the 1800s,

look for. Another AGS team of researchers from

atmosphere.

spectroscopy is a method of identifying and

Chalmers University of Technology (Sweden) is

Several international research teams have

Using their new methods, the AGS teams

The analytical techniques used in the AGS

measuring specific chemical species based on

using a spectroscopic technique to identify and

joined forces through the AGS to tackle that

how they interact with light. When atoms and

measure trace gases in Shanghai’s air without

challenge. The collaborators are based at the

molecules absorb light, they become “excited.”

taking chemical samples—the traditional time-

MIT Laboratory for Energy and the Environment

Electrons may jump from one energy state

consuming and sometimes ineffective approach.

(LFEE), the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

to another, for example, or the molecules may

Already the Chalmers researchers have identi-

in Zürich (ETH) and in Lausanne (EPFL), the

begin to vibrate or rotate. A specific type of

fied an unexpected sulfur compound and

University of Tokyo, and Chalmers University of

atom or molecule will absorb light at only

pinpointed its likely source: a smokestack 200

Technology. Their work involves three comple-

certain wavelengths. The chemical make-up

meters away. Ultimately, they plan to develop a

mentary approaches. They are developing labo-

of a gas can therefore be identified by passing

low-cost network of monitors that will measure

ratory techniques for investigating how specific

light through it and seeing what wavelengths

and map trace pollutants citywide. The research

trace species form and behave and how they

are missing from the spectrum measured at

teams from MIT and Chalmers are part of a broad

can be recognized and measured in the atmo-

the other end. While specific methods of using

AGS program under which four collaborating

sphere. They are developing sensitive optical

spectroscopy vary, this general approach cou-

institutions are developing a variety of innova-

techniques for monitoring such species in the

pled with sophisticated mathematical analysis

tive, ultrasensitive spectroscopic techniques for

provides a highly sensitive means of detecting,

monitoring trace species and examining their

measuring, and examining chemical species.

properties and behavior.
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Through their collaboration, the AGS
researchers at the four institutions can examine

Detection of Dioxin by
Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CRDS)

the same species using different techniques,
crosscheck their findings, and exchange informa4

tion that can guide future efforts. As a sampling
of the activities included, we focus here on two

taken at MIT and a major monitoring campaign
being performed in China by colleagues from
Chalmers University of Technology.

Tools for Laboratory Studies
Spectroscopy-based laboratory methods
are ideal for determining critical properties of
gases such as their global-warming potential,

CRDS Absorbance (ppm/cm)

specific projects: a laboratory effort being under-

Monochlorodibenzodioxin

2

which indicates their contribution to the greenhouse effect and is a critical input to climate
change simulations. However, in the atmosphere
the trace species of concern typically occur in
concentrations of parts per billion or less. In
such a low-concentration gas, light must travel

0
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a long distance before it will have encountered
enough absorbing molecules to undergo
measurable attenuation. Measurements of such
trace species in the field frequently involve
“path lengths” of thousands of kilometers—
not easily achieved in the laboratory setting.
Increasing the concentration of the sample
inside the lab container could shorten the necessary path length; but it would also dramatically
increase the number of collisions and interactions among the molecules, changing the
properties of interest.
To solve that problem, MIT researchers led
by Professor Jeffrey I. Steinfeld are using an
approach called “cavity ring-down” spectroscopy
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This figure demonstrates the ability of a new spectroscopy-based laboratory device to detect extremely low concentrations of dioxin,
a highly toxic trace gas that results from combustion of chlorine-containing organic materials. The researchers place a sample of
pure dioxin in the device and pulse a laser beam through it, gradually varying the laser wavelength while measuring how much light
is absorbed. Absorbance peaks at a wavelength of just over 7.7 microns—a characteristic spectroscopic indicator for dioxin. Even
then, only about 0.001% of the beam is absorbed by each centimeter of gas it encounters. The change is tiny but clearly evident in
the signal. Adapted for field use, this device should provide a means of detecting dioxin and other worrisome trace gases in real
time, without the delays and inaccuracies involved in collecting and analyzing samples.

(CRDS). They place their low-concentration

hold and personal products, and dioxins. As an

pattern recognition and other software will be

sample into a container that has high-reflectivity

example, the figure to the left shows measure-

needed to disentangle the interfering signals.

mirrors at each end. They set a laser to a specific

ments of the absorption of dioxin, a highly toxic

The CRDS technique is also being investigated

wavelength and pulse a beam into the container,

chemical, at a range of infrared wavelengths.

in the laboratory of one of the project partners,

where it is trapped, bouncing between the two

Absorption clearly peaks at a wavelength of just

Professor Martin Quack at ETH-Zürich.

mirrors. A small amount of light escapes through

over 7.7 microns. However, even at that peak less

one mirror and is measured by an optical detec-

than 4 parts per million—less than 0.001%—

an “intra-cavity” laser absorption spectrometer.

tor located behind the mirror. The decline in the

of the light is absorbed over each centimeter

In this device a transparent container holding

leaked light over time indicates the effectiveness

of path length. Detecting such a small change

a sample is placed inside the cavity where the

with which the sample absorbs the particular

requires hundreds of meters of path length.

laser itself operates. As the laser radiation is

wavelength of the laser pulse.

Using cavity ring-down, the researchers essen-

being generated, molecules in the sample get in

tially fold up that necessary path length within

the way and absorb energy in their characteristic

researchers have achieved a sensitivity equal

the small CRDS container. Professor Steinfeld

fashion. Analyzing the laser output with a spec-

to that of an atmospheric path length of several

estimates that with signal processing, the CRDS

trometer and nonlinear mathematical equations

thousand kilometers but in a controlled labora-

system could detect concentrations as low as

yields the identity of the gas in the sample. This

tory environment in which they can specify and

50 parts per billion.

device is proving even more sensitive than the

Using this CRDS detection system, the MIT

vary the pressure, temperature, and composi-

In related work, the MIT team is developing

The researchers are continuing their work

CRDS system. Already it has measured weakly

tion of the sample. Because the emerging light

with the CRDS detection system. They are per-

absorbing atmospheric gases including highly

is at a single wavelength, no complex optics are

forming experiments with carefully prepared

reactive molecular fragments that play a key

required; a single detector will suffice. The laser

reference samples to establish clear spectro-

role in the formation and removal of nitrogen

source is an optical parametric oscillator whose

scopic “fingerprints” needed for the improved

oxides (NOX) and ammonia in the atmosphere.

wavelength can be varied. By performing a

remote sensing of trace species in the atmo-

series of tests using different wavelengths, the

sphere. They are focusing especially on target

researchers can identify the precise wavelength

compounds that are known to be hazardous

or wavelengths at which a given species

air pollutants but have been neglected in past

Identifying and Measuring Trace Gases
in the Field
Measuring concentrations of trace gases

monitoring endeavors. And they are continuing

in the atmosphere is critical to setting and

to improve the CRDS system itself. A primary

enforcing emissions standards, establishing

used their CRDS system with well-characterized

goal is to develop a prototype instrument suit-

the environmental performance of new tech-

calibration samples at realistically low concen-

able for use in the field. A CRDS system made

nologies, and generally protecting people and

trations. They have successfully detected a range

with solid-state components could be small

the environment. Current US Environmental

of molecular species including nitroaromatic

enough to put onto a tabletop or into the back

Protection Agency (EPA) rules for establishing

vapors, volatile organic compounds from house-

of a truck. A remaining challenge is to develop

compliance with standards require the use of

methods of sorting out the measurements taken.

traditional techniques that typically involve

absorbs energy.
Professor Steinfeld and his colleagues have

In a real field sample, dioxin will be mixed in
with many other species. Highly sophisticated
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collecting samples and then testing them at an

monitor the received light at the frequency or

EPA-certified facility. But some trace species of

set of frequencies at which that species is

a network of high-quality air-monitoring stations

interest are highly reactive and do not survive

known to absorb.

in China at an affordable cost. The researchers

sampling and subsequent analysis. Furthermore,

Initial tests of their first DOAS prototype ran

The ultimate goal of China Sky is to set up

hope to have 500 instruments in operation

the process can take days. By the time results

from October 2001 to April 2002. They success-

within five years. The DOAS system is a good

are available, any detected plume of pollutants

fully gathered data on atmospheric pollutants

means of mapping distributions of pollutants

has long since passed.

including ozone, NOX, sulfur oxides (SOX), and

over a wide area. A single light source and

aromatics such as toluene and benzene.

detection setup at a central location can be

by Professor Bo Galle, have been demonstrating

Analyses of short-term trends showed that their

used to take readings from reflectors in many

an alternative approach that permits remote mon-

measurements correlated as expected with

different directions. However, the cost of the

itoring in real time. They use a method called

changes in weather and in daily traffic patterns.

DOAS equipment is now too high to allow its

differential optical absorption spectroscopy,

For several weeks in March, the researchers

widespread use in developing countries. The

or DOAS. This method involves transmitting

compared data from the China Sky DOAS with

researchers are therefore developing a less-

a beam of light from a broadband source (thus,

data gathered by a nearby point monitor oper-

expensive prototype that is made with Chinese

light that consists of many wavelengths) to a

ated by Shanghai’s environmental protection

components and includes mass production

distant reflector. The reflector bounces the beam

authority. Simultaneous measurements of NO2,

and operator training in China. The monitoring

back to a spectrometer located near the light

sulfur dioxide (SO2), and ozone agreed well.

network will take advantage of recent advances

source, thereby creating a long, open pathway

Differences that were evident could be explained

in solid-state optical detectors as well as in

in the atmosphere. Analysis of the frequencies in

by the different air masses being measured by

computers and communication technology.

the received beam identifies the species present

the two techniques.

AGS researchers at Chalmers University, led

and their concentrations.
The Chalmers researchers are testing their

One unexpected finding was the presence
of carbon disulfide (CS2), a low-concentration

Interaction, Collaboration, Synergy
Throughout their work, the MIT, Chalmers,

DOAS detector in China, where urban air pollu-

species that acts as a source of atmospheric

and ETH-Zürich teams cooperate closely,

tion is a serious concern and the need for nation-

sulfur. To identify possible sources of CS2, the

exchanging information that helps cross-validate

wide measurements of a range of compounds

researchers evaluated SO2 and CS2 concentra-

their new laboratory and field techniques. For

is critical. In their project, known as “China Sky,”

tions and found that there was a strong correla-

example, they can compare in detail spectral

they use a telescope located on the 14th floor

tion between them when the wind came from

data for the same chemical species obtained by

of a building in Shanghai to transmit an intense

a particular direction. They investigated possible

two independent systems, one equipped with

beam toward a reflector placed on a building

local emission sources in that direction and

a laser and the other with a broadband light

some 700 meters away, generating a total

concluded that the pollutants were coming

source. The information exchange helps the

optical path length of 1,400 meters. They use a

from a 50-meter-high chimney located about

research teams interpret their field measure-

spectrometer and sophisticated data processing

200 meters from the measurement site. The

ments and select topics for closer examination

software to sort out the signals that return.

researchers believe that they are the first to

under controlled laboratory conditions.

To pinpoint a particular chemical species, they

report measurements of CS2 from smokestack
emissions using an optical remote sensing
technique.
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News Items
On October 28, 2002, the Education Program of

The third annual MIT Carbon Sequestration

of the overall AGS program on innovative

Such interaction is one of the key features

the Laboratory for Energy and the Environment

Forum, entitled “Moving Toward a Regulatory

spectroscopic techniques for studying and

(LFEE) held a welcome luncheon for new and

Regime,” was held on November 13–14, 2002,

monitoring atmospheric trace gases. While the

returning members of LFEE’s Environmental

in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Sessions focused

individual groups located worldwide are making

Fellows Programs. The fellows were greeted by

on the following topics: geologic storage of car-

significant gains, their efforts are leveraged by

MIT Chancellor Phillip Clay, LFEE Director David

bon dioxide—lessons from history; the potential

exchanges of information and personnel with

Marks, and Wallenberg-MIT Fellowship Steering

for leaks from geologic reservoirs; public reac-

one another. Already they are demonstrating the

Committee Chair Jeffrey Steinfeld. Discussion

tion to the Hawaii field study on ocean seques-

practical value of their innovative techniques

that followed focused on gathering and dissem-

tration (see e-lab, July–September 2002); and

by generating new fundamental understanding

inating information on sustainability, mentoring

the costs of capture and storage. Two additional

and monitoring data that can help improve

undergraduates, networking with outside pro-

sessions involved a panel discussion of gasifica-

pollution forecasting, climate change modeling,

fessionals, and supporting interaction among

tion and a series of updates on projects now

and policy and decision making.

members of MIT’s environmental fellowship

under way at four institutions. Attendees

programs. LFEE oversees two programs.

included about 100 people from academia,

The Wallenberg Foundation Postdoctoral

industry, and governments, including regulatory

Fellowships in the Environment and

agencies. The forum was held as part of the

Sustainability brings outstanding young

MIT LFEE’s Carbon Sequestration Initiative, an

Swedish scientists, engineers, and policy makers

industrial consortium supporting research and

to MIT for one to two years of study and

information exchange on carbon sequestration

research relating to environmental preservation

technologies (on the Web at

and sustainable development. The Martin

<http://sequestration.mit.edu>).

Jeffrey I. Steinfeld is a professor of chemistry at MIT.
Bo Galle is a professor at Chalmers University of Technology.
This research was supported by the Alliance for Global
Sustainability. Further information about the CRDS research
can be found in references 2–9 (see Publications and
References section). Publications from the China Sky project
are forthcoming.

Family Society of Fellows for Sustainability
brings together and supports MIT’s top graduate

On November 17–19, the Alliance for Global

students in environmental studies and fosters

Sustainability (AGS) held its 2002 technical

opportunities for multidisciplinary collaboration

meeting, “Building Research Partnerships for

in both the short and long term. In both pro-

Sustainable Development.” The meeting was

grams, environmental fellows at MIT not only

designed as a forum in which stakeholders

deepen their understanding of sustainability

could openly discuss ongoing and potential

but also establish long-lasting interdisciplinary

AGS activities relevant to their own interests.

ties with an international network of colleagues

In the keynote address, Dr. Paul Tebo of DuPont

working on complex multidimensional environ-

discussed private sector/academic partnerships

mental issues. For information on each of this

for sustainable development. Drawing on their

year’s 34 fellows, go to

research and stressing corporate relevance,

<http://lfee.mit.edu/education/fellowships>.
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AGS investigators then discussed four topics:

Fifty-two participants from industry, govern-

closely with Dr. William J. Nuttall, course

technology and the future of sustainable devel-

ment, and academia attended the fall workshop

director of the MPhil in Technology Policy at the

opment, implications of cross-national variation

of the Center for Energy and Environmental

University of Cambridge, to develop new course

in regulations, the role of R&D in promoting

Policy Research, held on December 5–6. Topics

material in the areas of sustainable transporta-

sustainable corporations, and new insights into

included the MIT project on the future of nuclear

tion and the long-term management of radio-

climate change and its effects on corporations.

power; natural gas price volatility; automobiles

active wastes. Mr. Hall is a member of the Martin

Simultaneous afternoon workshops focused

and the National Academy of Sciences CAFE

Family Society of Fellows for Sustainability for

on new materials for sustainable development;

Study; the meaning of energy security; the

2002–2003.

tools for managing megacities; mountain

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s

waters: resource and risk; and strategies for

Standard Market Design initiative; and how to

Last summer, the LFEE was invited to provide

changing course. A fifth workshop, focusing on

move to a lower cap on sulfur dioxide emissions.

images and accompanying text for the covers

the social and political aspects of carbon man-

In a lunchtime presentation, Professor Michael

of the MIT telephone directories. The new faculty

agement, took place a few days before the AGS

S. Scott Morton described the Cambridge-MIT

and staff directory features several LFEE projects

meeting convened. At a special workshop on

Institute and its activities; and during dinner,

relating to building design, while the student

education, more than 20 AGS participants dis-

Guy F. Caruso, administrator of the Energy

directory focuses on automotive engines and

cussed needs in sustainability education and

Information Administration, discussed the

transportation systems. Release of the direc-

generated a rich menu of possible directions

recently released Annual Energy Outlook.

tories was announced on MIT’s home page with

for the AGS education agenda. Suggested

information about the LFEE covers, including

strategies included an intensive faculty retreat

LFEE graduate student Ralph P. Hall has

two on-line videos. One video shows results

on sustainability teaching and research and a

received the prestigious Wootan Award from

from a computational fluid dynamics analysis

mentoring program for young sustainability

the Council of University Transportation Centers

of airflows around the MIT campus. In the other

scholars and professionals. The AGS meeting

for his thesis, Introducing the Concept of

video, laser-induced fluorescence images show

was attended by more than 130 people including

Sustainable Transportation to the US DOT

the changing thickness of the oil layer on the

representatives from the four AGS member

Through the Reauthorization of TEA-21 (see

side of a piston in a specially designed internal

institutions—MIT, the University of Tokyo, the

reference 10 in the Publications and References

combustion engine. To see the directory covers

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, and

section). His thesis was also selected as best

and videos on the Web, go to

Chalmers University of Technology—and from

master’s thesis for 2002 by MIT’s Technology

<http://web.mit.edu/spotlight/phonebook/>.

the private sector and other academic institu-

and Policy Program. Mr. Hall is now a PhD can-

tions worldwide.

didate focusing on understanding and applying
the concept of sustainable transportation to
transportation planning processes in the
United States. In addition, as part of the new
Cambridge-MIT Institute, Mr. Hall is working
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